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Contents Under Pressure is my first collection. After about seven years
of writing poetry, I’d gotten to a stage where I wanted to learn how to
organise individual poems into a collection but didn’t know how. Does one
use a theme, a narrative arc, or just the voice of the poet to unify seemingly
unrelated subjects?
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Quotations of the Season
Poetry is eternal graffiti written
in the heart of everyone.
— Lawrence Ferlinghetti
I love poetry that gives me
physical sensations, when
words ring in the body — a
transfer of energy.
— Tayi Tibble

Something I wanted to learn was how to paste some poems together in a
cohesive way, so I enrolled in a Masters course.
How many cracks can a structure take?
In a wonderful class called Writing Lyric Poetry: Blurring the
Boundaries, led by Bryan Walpert at Massey University, I had an epiphany
about the way a lyric poem is structured.
A poem aims to return us to the subject while looking at it from many
different angles, and in this way suspends the subject in time, so we can see
it afresh and understand new things about it.
One way the lyric does this is by slowing down and undermining the
narrative movement of the poem. One event doesn’t lead to the other but,
instead, the one event is the focus to which the poem returns.
So, in “Stopping by the Woods on a Snowy Evening” by Robert Frost,
for example, the narrator stops in the woods. The act of stopping and why
he might do this, this is what is significant about the poem — not what
happened before he got there or after he left. So simple!
The premise worked for more complex, contemporary poems, too.
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We looked at a poem by Alice Fulton, called “Fuzzy Feelings”.
This poem — in contrast to Frost’s — seems to be composed of,
and moves through, so many unrelated events, genres, tones, and
voices. But, on closer reading, you discover that the poem still
returned to one event or significant moment: the protagonist’s visit
to the dentist. While she sat in the dentist chair, her mind wanders
to these other places.
The poet juxtaposed different events, tones, and discourses that,
nevertheless, came through one person’s voice, and back to that
dentist chair.

Could the poem be made up of
so many fragments and
different voices that it became
as long as a book?

I had another epiphany.
In addition to the poem circling back to a significant moment, it
is through the fragmentation and juxtaposition of discourse (the
different tones, events, and voices, I mentioned) that Fulton is able
to make wide-ranging, socio-political commentary on the society the narrator of the poem inhabits. The narrator’s
world is fractured and broken, and the poem’s fragmented structure is an image of that.
I began to wonder how far you could take this idea in a poem. Could the poem be made up of so many
fragments and different voices that it became as long as a book? And if this were the case, would it be in danger of
becoming so fragmented that the event or moment of the poem would be lost, and so become inaccessible to the
average reader?
Enter the graffiti artist
At the same time as I was reading Alice Fulton in 2015, I
visited a street-art exhibition with my teenage son.
I was trying to connect with him. Cracks were figuratively
and literally running under our house, situated 500m from the
centre of the February 2011 earthquake in Christchurch, even as
my son and my daughter were on the cusp of puberty.
On the exhibition brochure, there featured a cool piece of
graffiti art, which juxtaposed panels of very different styles,
colours, and tones into the one frame. The story of each panel
spoke to the other panel’s stories, not only because they were
connected by the street art theme, but they were also connected
by the same artist. (As it turns out, I got that wrong — it was
several artists!) But in that moment, I thought, “My collection
could work like this!”
Each poem would be seemingly different and standalone but,
at the same time, able to speak to the others around it, even
though they would be made up of different discourses, such as
overheard conversations, billboards seen on the way to the mall,
a memory, a recipe for dinner, and so on.
These seemingly fractured events and conversations,
however, would come through a single person — a graffiti artist,
on the very night she sneaks out of her home to paint a wall at a
local mall. Each discourse contributes towards a fuller picture as
to how she had come to this moment. The graffiti artist as the protagonist made sense for two reasons.
Firstly, street art was literally springing from the cracks of disaster. It was new, energetic. It offered hope. Street
art, originating in graffiti, was a redemptive force on social, political and personal fronts. I also wanted to connect
with my son. Both my children were going under: one experimenting with drugs, the other on the verge of mental
collapse. I needed to write to understand what was happening around me.
Secondly, graffiti art is art in the sense that poetry is, and I could therefore relate my own experience of writing
to the artist. At the same time, graffiti subverts the norm of what art is, just as fragmented poetry might subvert the
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idea of the traditional lyric that focuses on unifying the moment.
I decided to make my graffiti artist a middle-aged woman since I noticed at the
exhibition most graffiti artists were young men. My collection could explore and
interrogate the role art plays in our world on a wider stage.
So it is that I found my wall and began to paint with the hope and therapy poetry
brings, and to protest against the world around me that so much was broken.
The next part — the writing of the poems, the feedback that shaped each poem
and the shaping of the collection as a whole into an illustrated book — took another
four years. But that will take another can of paint to tell you.
• Pūkeko Publications launched Contents Under Pressure during April 2019 at
Tūranga Central Library, Christchurch.

From the President
Shane Hollands
Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā tatou katoa, tēnā koe e ho,
Welcome to our community and friends,
It was with horror and profound sadness that we have learnt of
the terrorist attack on the Muslim community in Christchurch,
New Zealand on Friday 15 March.
As Christchurch and New Zealand suffers from these acts of
violence fuelled by racism and the deliberate targeting of the
Muslim community, so we all suffer as a nation.

We stand together to fight
violence and build peace
through solidarity and poetry

We must not suffer in silence. We stand together to fight
violence and build peace through solidarity and poetry.
Whilst as poets we passionately support free speech, the New
Zealand Poetry Society holds a zero-tolerance policy towards hate
speech in all forms.
EQUALITY
The NZPS does not advocate, support or practice unlawful discrimination based on race, religion, age, national
origin, language, sex, sexual orientation, or physical disability. (NZPS Constitution)
I know that I speak for the entire Committee when I say that the New Zealand Poetry Society offers our
sincerest condolences to the loved ones of the victims and the community of Christchurch. We wish strength and
courage to the injured and their families and our most sincere condolences to the families of the deceased.
Yours sincerely,
Shane Hollands, President
New Zealand Poetry Society

From the Editor
Ivy Alvarez
Good poetry declares itself, and this edition is no different.
Recent New Year Honours highlight the value of poetry in NZ, with award-winning poet Dr Karlo Mila
awarded a Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit for services to the Pacific community and as a poet, and
Associate Professor Selina Tusitala Marsh receiving an Officer of the New Zealand Order of Merit for services to
poetry, literature and the Pacific community. Dr Selina Tusitala Marsh is the current New Zealand Poet Laureate.
On behalf of the NZPS Committee, I wish to express our deep gratitude to two people — to Laurice Gilbert, who
resigns from the Committee after many years of invaluable service, helping to steer the Society into safe harbours;
and to the late Jill Chan, poet and scientist, author of The Smell of Oranges (Earl of Seacliff, 2003), for a generous
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Winter 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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bequest left to the Society. Thanks to her bequeathment, the Committee can continue to promote, develop and support
poetry and poets in New Zealand.
Delighted to note Alice Te Punga Somerville's poem “Rākau,” which appeared in the magazine’s Spring 2018
edition, features in the 2018 Best New Zealand Poems! One of the many ways we support NZ poets is to put forward
editions of a fine line for consideration in the annual Best New Zealand Poems. Do you need to renew your membership?
Another reprint is available of the 2018 anthology. Would you like to order a copy? Please contact
Katharine Allard: info@poetrysociety.org.nz
NZPS is very active on social media. With nearly 2k followers, we share poetry events around NZ, calls for
poems, and competition announcements on our FB page. Find us on Twitter and Instagram, too.
The theme for the next edition of a fine line is Mask. I would love to receive your poetry-related articles, letters,
reviews, regional reports and, from our members, up to four poems (40 lines max), sent by 10 July 2019 to
editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
For this Winter edition, read feature articles from Gail Ingram, who writes about putting together her first poetry
collection, and from Kiri Piahana-Wong, about her second poetry collection, while NZPS President Shane Hollands
expresses a poignant message in response to the Christchurch attacks. Bevan Greenslade keeps us up-to-date on the
Windrift Haiku Group’s transition to online feedback exchange, while our Members’ Poems crests the heights in
response to our theme, The Wave.
I am delighted to present a new initiative for our Winter edition to spotlight our promising NZ talent: our first
Featured Student Poet. This year, it is Xiaole Zhan, who receives student memberships from both the NZPS and the
NZ Society of Authors, and poetry books, thanks to the generosity of Penguin Books, Unity Books Wellington, and
Arty Bees Wellington.
As part of the selection process, I sent Xiaole Zhan’s work along with a shortlist of other student poets’ work,
anonymised, to Emma Shi, our Editorial Assistant. She selected Xiaole Zhan’s poetry, saying, “[This] is my
favourite of all the entries. Even though it’s just one poem, the imagery is so strong. Beautiful but also raw and a
little disturbing at the same time.”
Thanks for reading! Warmest wishes for a comforting and peaceful winter, full of poetry.

About Our Contributors
Stella Carruthers is a writer and library worker currently residing in Wellington. Her poems have been
published multiple times in a fine line. This is her first review for the publication.
Maisie Chilton Tressler: Pōneke based artist-poet-teacher, Co-editor and production manager of art/poetry zine
Salty. Maisie also has work published or forthcoming by Salty, Oscen, Sweet Mammalian, Overcommunicate,
Flash Frontier, Anthropozine, and ecARTnz.
Nicola Easthope is a teacher and poet, who lives with her family and small dog on the Kāpiti Coast. She has a
new Wordpress site: gannetink.home.blog — feel free to follow!
Helen Vivienne Fletcher is a children’s and young adult author, spoken word poet, and playwright. She lives in
Wellington, where she teaches creative writing classes for children and adults.
Michael Giacon is an Auckland poet and educator of Italian heritage.
Bevan Greenslade is secretary of the Windrift Haiku Group. He lives in Wellington.
Christine Hewton: Southern roots, Waitakeres abode. Has written since a teenager. Honours degree in foreign
languages. Broadcaster and talking book producer. Now retired, poetry is again her obsession.
Shane Hollands is a veteran of the New Zealand performance poetry scene, frontman for jazz-beat poetry band,
Freaky Meat, and President of the New Zealand Poetry Society.
Gail Ingram’s poetry and short stories are widely published. Her first book Contents Under Pressure,
published in 2019 by Pūkeko Publications, includes two award-winning poems. More at www.theseventhletter.nz
Kate Railton-Jacks is a Wellington poet and fiction writer. A mum, a boss, an animal carer, she has a BA in
English and Diploma in Creative Writing. She writes about life.
Sue Le Mesurier: “I am a Christchurch based poet and flash fiction writer, a member of the Airing Cupboard,
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and have published and won literary awards internationally and locally.”
Sandra Lock stepped into the world of poetry through motherhood and the Dan Davin Literary Foundation
workshops. In 2018, she won the Dan Davin Poetry Award. She lives in Invercargill.
Piet Nieuwland has poems and flash fiction published in online journals in New Zealand, Australia, Canada,
USA, Germany, India and Antarctica. He is managing editor of Fast Fibres Poetry.
Kiri Piahana-Wong (Ngāti Ranginui) is a poet and editor, and is the publisher at Anahera Press. Kiri lives in
Auckland with her partner and baby son.
Belinda M Tait: “I am a 42-year-old female living in Palmerston North. I live with my husband and my pets,
and currently work in the service industry. I write about all kinds of subjects...”
Xiaole Zhan is still figuring out how poetry works. Sometimes, she hates it, but she writes/lives for those other
times. Her first novella is The Extinct (Phantom Feather Press, 2019).

Feature Article
“Our Heart and Skeleton Exposed”: On writing Tidelines
by Kiri Piahana-Wong
When I pulled together my first poetry collection, Night
Swimming, in 2013, it comprised a mishmash of poems
written over the previous 15 years of my life.
I tried to unify the book to a certain extent by employing a
loose oceanic/water theme. But to be honest, for many of the
poems, it was a stretch to say they had anything to do with
water. I felt okay about this, and I still like the book. It
captures the way I wrote as a young person and the things
that were happening in my life that mattered to me.
It’s common for a first collection to focus on the poet’s
personal life (although of course there are many exceptions to
this, so it is far from being a rule). I feel as though both
readers and reviewers expect a focus on the personal from a
first book to a certain extent, and are willing to gracefully
indulge the young poet just a little as they navigate their first
full-length book effort.
Some first books I love with this personal focus include
Anna Jackson’s section of AUP New Poets 1, where she
recounts her life as a PhD student in Oxford and her friendship with the sun; Karlo Mila’s Dream Fish Floating;
Anne Kennedy’s Sing-song; Glenn Colquhoun’s The Art of Walking Upright; and Sarah Quigley’s Love in a
Bookstore or Your Money Back. There are many more.
When it came time to put together my second collection, Tidelines, I knew I wanted to produce a book that was
different from my first, and I wanted to set myself a challenge so that my writing would be able to mature and
grow.
Instead of just throwing together all the poems I had amassed since my first collection, I chose a theme (a much
more specific one than for my first book), with which I attempted to take the reader through a narrative journey. I
chose the Māori legend of Hinerangi to frame the collection, starting with a poem based on that legend written in
the first person.
Because there’s no getting around the fact I write personal poetry — poems that describe my life and feelings
— it is not as though my second book is devoid of the personal. Something that has surprised me is that, in many
ways, it’s actually more personal than my first book, not less.
Hinerangi’s story is one of deep loss, grief, suicide, and mental instability, and I took those as my themes. Her
story is very firmly located in the landscape of Auckland’s west coast, so all of the poetry in my book is also
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Winter 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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located in west Auckland. This setting is important to the book’s
cohesion. I wrote about a specific period in my life when I was
living in west Auckland and suffering from a very severe mental
illness.

I found myself making up
reasons why it wasn’t a good
time to release the book

At the time I was writing the poems for the book (over a period
of approximately two years), it felt easy. The poems felt effortless
to write, and I enjoyed seeing the book come together. Collating
the book was also not that difficult as the poems occurred
chronologically.
As I went along, more and more of the poems were accepted
for journal and anthology publication, which served to encourage
me. Over two-thirds of the poems in the book have now achieved
publication.

So that was the easy part. Much harder was dealing with my
feelings once the manuscript was finished. Because I run my own publishing company, I decided to release this
second book with Anahera Press. This also meant I wasn’t under pressure from an external publisher to put it into
production.
However, I found myself making up reasons why it wasn’t a good time to release the book (I was too busy,
there was another author that should take precedence, it would be a more suitable year next year, et cetera, et
cetera). It took me quite some time to realise the flimsiness of the excuses I was making to myself, and confront the
uncomfortable fact that I did not want to release the book.
The idea of people reading about my experience of mental illness, including serious suicide attempts, made me
feel deeply vulnerable in a way I wasn’t okay with. There is a huge acceptance and complete non-judgement of
mental illness practised in my friendship group, and so many people around me seemed comfortable opening up
about mental illness (even on social media!), but I had not got there yet.
It was far easier for me to write raw and (literally) exposing pieces about sexual experiences than it was for me
to send poetry about suicide out into the big wide world. It pains me to admit that, as I sit at my computer on a
beautiful autumn afternoon in April 2019, years after I completed the manuscript, I have still not scheduled a
definite date for the release of my book — although I feel myself becoming just a little more ready for it every day.
I’ve learnt a lot from writing my second book, and I hope some of the things I have learned have general
application to others treading this path.
The biggest thing for me was not repeating myself. I wanted my second book to be different. I wanted it to show
growth in my writing and my perspective. I didn’t want the reader to finish the book and feel they had read it all
before in my first collection. I wanted to challenge myself. Maybe I overdid it on the challenge front! However, I
think I have gone down the right track.
Our key work as poets is to render ourselves as nakedly vulnerable as we can possibly bear, and walk around
with our heart and skeleton exposed on the page. No-one else will do that job. Discomfort is a sign that things are
going well.

There is one important thing to say about
poetry: you don't need to know a lot of it for it
to have value or meaning in your life or the life
of your society. Two or three poems, even two
or three bits of poems, known by heart and
genuinely cherished, can stand everybody in
good stead.

The thing with poetry — it’s all bones. It’s all
bones on the page and everything has to be
slick and it’s got to fit together in a very
concise and considered way. And you have to
grab people’s attention right there. There’s
nowhere to hide on the page with a poem.
— Courtney Sina Meredith

— Seamus Heaney
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Featured Student Poet: Xiaole Zhan
muscle-memory

I

at first, the strings bit into the fingers of your left hand. after some time, the fingers became calloused. that was a long
time ago. useless, the callouses became hanging bits of dead skin, and you ate them, all of them, one by one. a few days
ago, you walked past the old man playing the erhu in the city, his eyes closed, his left hand moving of its own accord,
coaxing song from the sewn lips of a string, translucent, as if the hand was moving in empty air. the shape of notes, the
hot-blooded vibrato, the wallowing melody explicit as an open sky, the hand an open palm, the hand concave and convex
to limbs loving limbs longing for other limbs, beneath the fading palimpsest of your skin, your hands remember this, and
your muscles are drunk with ghosts.

II

in the half-light, you forget the edges of yourself, and with the wet red mouth of an infant, you rearticulate your lines
along primordial stars. you used to hold the cello between your legs, and there was a rash along the inside of your thigh
where wood licked skin. the mammalian curve of the back rested just above the warmth of your belly and you slouched
with a primal urge to fill the roundness of that space, learnt all lines of your body save for that crescent dip below your
sternum. here, still, you are edgeless, your bowels spilling into open air.

III

heart, liver, lungs you were never good at incising sharp rhythms, were faithful only to the sludging shrug of your heart.
you approximate the lines of the left ventricle, scissor through discoloured fat, expose the jaundiced brown beneath, not
the colour of blood, but rather that of dead leaves. it takes an arm to move the hand to position the finger to pluck the
string of a cello. as you cut through the heartstrings, clinging white as clenched fists, you realise that a plucked string
makes the same blunt sound as the bounce of the tip of a silver knife. and yet, and yet, the body of the cello strings the
heart outside of the chest, tenderly, tenderly, the way flowers bare their genitals in the naked air.

• We are pleased to present the work of Xiaole Zhan, our magazine’s first Featured Student Poet, who receives a one-

year student membership from the NZ Poetry Society, a one-year student membership from the NZ Society of Authors,
and poetry books from Penguin Books, Unity Books Wellington, and Arty Bees Wellington. Congratulations, Xiaole!

© New Zealand Poetry Society / Winter 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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Reviews
Thought Horses
Rachel Bush (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 2016)
ISBN 9781776560721. RRP: $25. Paperback. 70pp.
Reviewed by Nicola Easthope
When I trace my journey as a poet, it takes me back, first, to the
good cheer of my Teachers’ College tutor, Rod McGregor, and soon
after, to the warm encouragement of noted New Zealand poet, Rachel
Bush.
Rachel was an English teacher at Nelson Girls’ College when I was
on a practicum there in 2001, and in one of those fleeting
conversations teachers have (beside the pigeonholes, by the
photocopier, in the bathroom), she told me I must make the time to
keep writing.
That one could manage to be both a teacher and a poet was a
revelation to me, and Rachel’s unwitting role modelling, undoubtedly
to thousands of former teenage students, too, has left a lasting
impression.
Published the day after Rachel died from lung cancer at the age of
75 in March 2016, Thought Horses is her fourth collection. Three
years on, I finally pushed aside the marking for my classes to read this
book, and in doing so, my shelved sorrow at the news of her death was
both illuminated and softened.
Though many of these poems form meditations on mortality — the
pains of aging, losing good friends, subtle hints at the poet’s own
terminal illness — the entire collection canters and glistens with a generous and animated heart that feels closer to
life than ever. Much deservedly, Thought Horses was longlisted for the 2017 Ockham New Zealand Book Awards.
Thought Horses opens with the titular poem, drawing us in with the repeating second-person pronoun, to list the
many (understated as ‘some’) disorderly yet associated thoughts of early morning:
The sleeping computer, how its green eye opens and closes.
Then how the heels of shoes can be stacked and steep and you will never
wear them again or desire them…
Then the friend who is worried because maybe the growth is back again.

(“Thought Horses”)
Rachel smudges the boundaries between her poet speaker and characters; here, it is not clear whose growth
might have returned. Indeed, on entering this equine mind of insomnia, it becomes hard to distinguish between her
page ‘you’ and one’s own self — the dark hours of unwelcome wakefulness laid out with such an honesty that is, in
turns, hauntingly and humorously familiar:
There is a chance to think of death.
You think about baking gingernuts.
You think about baking ginger crunch.
You think about whether you want a new bed or new spectacles first.

(“Thought Horses”)
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This poem is a gorgeous marriage of the philosophical with the quotidian, reminding me of the observational wit
of Lauris Edmond, and is one of my favourites of this collection, particularly for this line:
You think of the Brighton Rock film where Helen Mirren still manages
To look like Queen Elizabeth, especially when she wears a headscarf.

(“Thought Horses”)
Buy this book just for the breathtaking passage towards the end, describing the embodied and embodying
movement of the ‘thought horses’ head on.
Rather than sections organising the 45 poems in this book, the work flows in an interwoven whole. Themes are
developed and motifs returned to — the olive and the fan palm; sparrows falling out of trees; elusive sleep at
predawn, ‘...when day is less / than a light line above the hills’ (“Early”). Rachel pays tribute to memories of
childhood and her keen observations of other children; the give-and-take
of food gardens; the habits of tourists, whether lost, lying or out of
practice; and triumphantly throughout, the glittering movement of thought,
processing, and being processed, like light — quick, colourful, knowing
itself.
Three standout poems take lines from the poetry of Anne Carson,
reminding me of Therese Lloyd’s stunning preoccupation in The Facts.
Seriously, it is evident that one can never be afflicted by too much of the
Anne Carson muse. Maybe I will try summoning her, too. Rachel’s “Anne
Carson, Until I Fall Asleep” and “Five Answers for Anne Carson” are like
dual dreamscapes of sensory and psychic disorder, conversations where
the flipside of desire is danger, but desire always shows up in the mirror:

Rachel looks boldly into
the face of mortality

A patch of tissue triggers erratic unseemly electric
activity and your heart beats all over the place, helpless as a young girl
Easily in love even with her own reflection in a train window at night.
She cannot get over herself.

(“Anne Carson, Until I Fall Asleep”)
In the second poem, Rachel looks boldly into the face of mortality — her own or that of someone close — with
an achingly brave stanza that somehow holds both acceptance and resolve:
Under the seam runs the line of stitches where a scar will live, lumpy
and purple at first and then paler than the skin around it. That seam is
a sign of hope. The pain is a sign of nothing to the woman. All she can
do is carry it. All she can do is hoist it up this way or that.

(“Five Answers for Anne Carson”)
Rachel Bush made an incredible contribution to the poetry of Aotearoa, igniting the twin flames of thought and
feeling through the bright imagery and music of her poems, inviting readers and writers to join the chorus:
Because every day the poems
stay folded and pressed flat in
a suitcase of their pages
till the composer unfolds
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Winter 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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them in sound lines and when
you sing them, they float.

(“Sing them”)
We have a lot to thank Rachel Bush for, and I’m very glad for her words, both in person and in these enduring,
well-sung pages.

And so it is
Vincent O’Sullivan (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 2016)
ISBN 97817765650592. RRP: $25. Paperback. 96 pp.
Reviewed by Helen Vivienne Fletcher
And so it is features poems showcasing the everyday but with a quirky
slant.
Across 75 poems, esteemed New Zealand poet, Vincent O’Sullivan,
gives us scenes such as a woman trying to free a bee trapped in a spider’s
web, a girl daydreaming while transcribing her father’s poems, and a man
looking at a photo of a poet and his dog, imagining what the dog’s life
may have been like. Each of the poems is unique — single moments, not
thematically linked — yet the collection is cohesive, the poems resting
comfortably next to each other.
O’Sullivan finds both humour and poignance in the everyday. Quiet
moments are presented simply, allowing the reader space to find their own
meanings in them.
Many of the poems have a strong narrative base, some telling stories
from a first-person perspective — presumably O’Sullivan’s own — others
told from the point of view of characters known only by pronouns.
O’Sullivan uses a deft touch to introduce these characters, giving details
such as ‘This woman who’s the quiet one / in any group of women …’
(“Knowing what it’s about”). The minimal but significant details given
make these characters feel both familiar and unique. In this, O’Sullivan
seems to hold up our neighbours, friends, and acquaintances for
examination, while telling us something new about them.
There is also a strong sense of place in many of the poems, in particular, a strong sense of New Zealand.
O’Sullivan illustrates the surroundings beautifully, without the poems becoming overly laden with description. For
example, lines such as,
and when I run a licked finger
along a broad leaf on a tree
with orange death berries…

(“Simple enough to get there”)
will have those familiar with New Zealand’s native Karaka trees instantly calling to mind the image of the
poisonous fruit. These descriptions are woven seamlessly into the stories, so as to create the mental picture without
disrupting the narrative of the poem.
Humour features in many of the poems, both in the situations presented, and in O’Sullivan’s keen observation
of moments and the details within them. He also uses some of the pieces to poke fun at poetry itself. For example,
in “The less than genuine article”, he complains about poems that end lines with ‘the’… while ending multiple
lines in exactly this way.
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Although Auden did it, I still don’t like it when ‘the’
comes in at the end of a line, the awkwardness
as if one walks from a room and leaves a question
returned to as the mood takes one, ‘The
idea of it,’ the pendant in me objects,

(“The less than genuine article”)
Similarly, in “The decent man confirms”, he uses an extended
metaphor to express a character’s displeasure at metaphors.
He hated metaphor the way a child on what’s meant

He also uses some of the
pieces to poke fun at poetry
itself

to be summer vacation wakes during a storm
to find the tent’s blown off-kilter and he’s breathing
walls of battered canvas. As if deluge
turned suddenly stiff and he’s gulping by the yard.

(“The decent man confirms”)
This tongue-in-cheek theme of highlighting and critiquing poetic devices adds humour for those already
comfortable with poetry, while also making the pieces — and by extension, poetry in general — accessible to those
less familiar with the genre. Because of this, And so it is can be enjoyed not only by lovers of poetry, but also by
those generally more wary of verse.
• And so it is was longlisted for the 2017 Ockham New Zealand Book Awards.

Because a Woman’s Heart is Like a Needle at the Bottom of the Ocean
Sugar Magnolia Wilson (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2019)
ISBN 9781869408909. RRP: $25.00. Paperback. 82pp.
Reviewed by Stella Carruthers
The intimacy of letters. Those penned to a sister. Those penned to a friend. This is how Sugar Magnolia
Wilson’s debut poetry collection Because a Woman’s Heart is Like a Needle at the Bottom of the Ocean opens and
closes.
Through letter-form poems, Wilson’s voice rings out clearly as she creates both worlds of rich imagery, and a
relationship not only with her pen pals but also of her self in the world. This presence is reflective and sometimes
bitingly honest. She is not afraid to go into the gory facts of being alive yet, equally, her poetry is full of beautiful
imagery that only a poet, with a practice of looking for the lovely, could create.
The opening “Dear Sister” is a series of poems that has a lovely feel, closely observing from the vantage-point
of what was once a shared world of sisterhood. This intimacy is one marked by an almost secret language. The
imagery here is rich and densely detailed. Consider the quotes ‘the sun rose like jewellery’ and how, when writing
about birds, Wilson speaks of how they ‘hang like a single feathered lung over our house, inhaling and exhaling’.
These phrases from “Dear Sister” make us not only look at the world in a fresh way but that, somehow, the reader
is a party to a private conversation, where nature is personified and the very sky can breathe.
The closing long-form poem of the collection, “Pen Pal”, was a personal favourite, speaking of a quiet
insistence towards a self-proclaimed importance, not atypical to those in the throes of adolescence. Wilson seems
to clearly remember what it was like to experience the teenage drama of feeling like the world was ending. Every
day. To reflect this feeling formally, the poems are spaced in short stanzas and are cut off in a visually choppy
manner. White space is well-utilised. The poems are almost abrupt. Yet, within these also still clearly lies Wilson’s
eye for beautiful imagery. The imagery illuminates the text, despite the sometimes-harsh nature of the poems that
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Winter 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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describe a young girl grieving. ‘I think I am carrying a grief tree’
was a phrase that stood out to me. It seemed to encapsulate a feeling
I’d felt once but for which I hadn’t had the words.
Wilson’s gift is finding words for things that are hard to give a
name to. This talent is no better highlighted than through her use of
poetic devices. Consider the line ‘Her broken back like an Isosceles
triangle’ in the “Pen Pal” series. I know exactly what she means,
what this looks like, and the kind of emotional weight this signifies.

She is not afraid to go into
the gory facts of being alive
yet, equally, her poetry is full
of beautiful imagery

However, despite the heavy nature of the grief portrayed in “Pen
Pal”, there is still room for a sharp humour. Writing to her pen pal,
Wilson states, ‘If you get a boyfriend or Nike shoes, I’ll kill you’.
Both are equally significant to teenage Wilson. Both are bad enough
to inspire murder. And yet, in this throwaway statement, we all can
understand and perhaps identify with what it is to be a girl who
wants both for boys to like her and the social status brand-name shoes confer. Both represent the common desires
of teenage sisterhood.
Wilson’s collection made this member of the slightly older sisterhood ask more questions than it provided
answers, inspiring a spirit of inquiry in me. The delicious phrase ‘a balsamic moon’ in the “Dear Sister” series
prompted me to ask what flavour the moon might be. In its unusual description, it made me think about the natural
world in a different way.
The phrase ‘A Frankenstein world’ on the back of the book also provoked a different view on the world for me,
its literary and cultural allusions hinting at the blacker aspects of Wilson’s work, with darker thoughts and broken
hearts stitched together in an ugly way. For her poems are not afraid to look at the less-pretty. Yet through her rich
imagery and sensitive handling of big and often untidy emotions, Wilson pulls all the gore together in a way that,
while messy, leaves me with hope for a scarred but still functional literary body, one able to say it survived.
Several poems made pleasing conversational references to contemporary popular culture. In “Anne Boleyn”,
Wilson compares Henry VIII’s sperm being eaten
by reptilian creatures to a ‘A 16th century version
of Fear Factor.’ In the poem “Betty as a Boy”, she
writes of a personal style like Diane Keaton’s
character Annie Hall, in the film of the same name.
There is also a poem titled “Home Alone 2 (with
you)”, which is both a love poem and an ode to
underlying grief.
Wilson’s love poems are not just about lovers,
though. Especially notable are her poems about
living in the world, penned devotions to a life of
crossed cultures, and hopes for other dimensions.
Where different languages can break the barriers
between superficial knowledge and deeper
knowing.
This deeper sense of knowing is no better
expressed than in Wilson’s explorations of grief
and love: for mothers, for people who live far
away, and for our past selves, the people we never
had the chance to become.
Wilson is unafraid to get into the mess of being
alive, which means her poems aren’t always pretty,
but she makes up for it with startlingly real and
refreshing imagery, gathered from her observations
of life. Through these poems, I see Wilson coming
to love the differences within humanity through
recognising commonalities (love, sex, death,
horses, TV, travel), which help one negotiate a
constantly shifting world.
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Regional Reports
Windrift Haiku Group (February 2019)
By Bevan Greenslade
The Windrift Haiku Group is beginning to experiment with varieties of online exchanges, and alternating with
traditional face-to-face meetings. This is due to increasing difficulty by local members with mobility issues, and the
considerable further difficulty by some other members (‘corresponding’) to travel to and return from our usual
meetings in Wellington, which are held every second month.
The February meeting was the first such experiment, with emailed contributions that the secretary collated and
tabulated, then emailed to each active member for workshopping. Follow-up comments are then recorded alongside
the respective haiku, and shared once more among members.
This exchange of comment falls short of the immediacy and vigour of the face-to-face participation by members
who attend the meetings. Further, it does not provide members with the direct opportunity to adopt others’
suggestions; nor to withdraw it from this a fine line report for further working.
But it does give working, elderly, immobile, or distant members the opportunity to participate by submitting
criticisms and suggestions. We will reconsider such issues at our next face-to-face meeting, which will be in April.
Meanwhile, selections from the work submitted, unedited by workshopped comment, follows:

powhiri

the first day

in the wind

of the year

a stream of her grey hair

bird song and butterflies

— Harumi Hasegawa

— Julie Adamson

tasting tonight’s meal

writing my life story

we both prepared -

memory has washed away

your degree of hot

all its messiness

— John Ross

wingspan
a seagull

— Karen Butterworth

each breath
^

soars

v

another's

— Jenny Pyatt

— Bevan Greenslade

We extend an invitation to anyone with experience using electronic media for group meetings such as
Windrift’s, so Windrift can be inclusive towards those with participation challenges. Please communicate with
convenor Nola Borrell (nolaborrell@xtra.co.nz) or secretary Bevan Greenslade (greenslade@actrix.co.nz).
Any writers are also welcome to join in the online contributions, while writers in Wellington are invited to
participate in the home meetings, which are held, under present arrangements, every second meeting (fourth
month). Please email your interest to Nola or Bevan, and we’ll make sure you’re advised of the topics for the
month, as well as the time and place of the next meeting.
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Members’ Poems

White Waves

The possibility of existence

White waves of light,
blue shadows,

Carry the sun inside

geometric faces

In the silver silence of an eye

in Delaunay triangles,

On the empire of marginal unconscious
An

intra-cultural

soft

shoe

shuffle

amongst

hydrangeas
And glitzy market malls

reflecting wintery
mornings.
Cube by cube,

A wave breaks

a still

A spill of meteorites
when the depth of the shore water
Cuts the warp of light
is less than one-seventh of the distance
From space we can see
between adjacent wave crests.

artists hand,
glacial pyramids
reflect Miro’s blue star,
caressing a white naked breast.
Empty spaces,

Sapphires and red sheds
The drag at the base of the water column
In the cone of ultrasound

empty horizons,
empty plains –
like a still life

slows this lower part,
On what were once navigable processions of
whales
leaving the top of the wave speeding along
The spread of particles and ectoplasmic data
– but unsupported from below.
In the ecologies of language
So it breaks with the onrushing top curling over
A paradoxical melange
and beginning to fall down the waves leading face
Bikini brief semiotics, ikebana and sunscreen

everything
even the waves
are bare.
Mimetic wavelengths
magnetize
winters light,
as white heat
burns across the
winter sky.

— Sue Le Mesurier

which disintegrates into a white chaos, surf
On this, a notorious coast

the dance (in the kitchen)

Flotillas of spinnakers
Cumulus building on cumulus
To cumulonimbus mazurkas of lightning and thunder heads

forehead to forehead

Linguistic sutures saturated with brilliance

we breathe, one breath.

In the prayer of flesh the shades of her eyes speak
in a beat

Everything with nothing to say
An incandescence of salt and silence
Beneath old growth podocarp forests

you whirl away,

Next to the sea

like a wave, in the ocean.

— Piet Nieuwland
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— Sandra Lock

Surge

Waterboarding

the wave rises, rolling pause

Have you ever seen

to ricochet, send crabs grappling

apple eaten by mouse?

an elemental escapade announced

skin whole,

with a big BOOM in the sea cave

inside hollow.

spray of foam on salted toes

Tap left dripping, and

overhanging spectacle

ten years on

each surge, every scurry unique

you have me

the poetry of physics ebbing

just the way you wanted me

through millennia working rock

drowning.

to galactic shapes of wind-bitten barbs

In the same

under an ageless eye, nascent moon

blindfolded blindness

racing storm cloud to claim

I didn’t choose.

the bright lights in Orion’s Belt

You didn’t listen.

scribbled by night, waiting for cliffs

a wave of stagnant fear

to lighten up, for that moon to shadow

knocks me down

my pen closer to the frothing edge

and,

the thrill of gravity felt as physical

I see now that

as poetry

you,
are the undertow.

down from the rock

still,

feet know their hold on the slippery

the mouse nibbles

slope back to the beach baptised

a quiet plague

notebook pocketed in plastic toes

creeps back into my eyes,

a-tingle on my favourite surface, sand

you.
filling my blue river
veins with lead

a very subtle wave

you,
Cloud has taken time

the executioner.

made the day the same

The well beneath me

milky grey. Buildings stand

opens up

in neutral function. I might look

and swallows me

with sadder eyes but mean objects

whole. .

do line the sky. It’s a very subtle wave
goodbye. So where is the passion you

waterboarding.

promised yourself? In this song

tears sit pensively behind my eyes

of experience fantasy becomes me.

all day

Because you’re on my mind I am

the mouse nibbles

in love, I do look forward

tugging at the threads of my mind

seeing you soon.
The sky in passing. All at once

unraveling

it tells me the sight, beauty reborn.

unraveling

Sadness would tell me nothing is real

Monsoon.

like us. The jargon from faerieland said

Monsoon.

head tripping, clouds called it drugs,

— Maisie Chilton Tressler

one of us should call the other.

— Michael Giacon
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HAIR – THE BATTLE

beach date

An army of products

nobody picks that, you'd said

went deployed

as my tongue caught on

to fight the wave in my hair.

coarse gold

They braved immeasurably

stuck

to bring the tyranny down.

between my teeth
like summer

The offense returned

growing up

too hard, though;

days were a sigh

too many in themselves.

my skin didn't care

And, the waxes and gels

what was on or inside it

and spritzes and sprays,

love

faltered to their defeat.

wasn’t a swipe to the left
it's so plain, you'd said

Casualties, countless wide!

the tide rolled its eyes

Cans, accosted about!

at your songs of better flavours

Tubes crushed in,

strung-out air wrapped us

like manhandled up by monkeys!

like wet paper

Digressed, to the rubbish bin – all!

broken waves licked our sneakers
as we sucked on the tips

Formidable. Intractable.

of hollow cones

The stubbornest wave in my hair!

— Kate Railton-Jacks
— Belinda M. Tait

Buoyed
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... or never1

— Christine Hewton
1
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of The New Zealand
Poetry Society Incorporated will be held at 2pm
on Saturday, 22nd June 2019; Room 5, Knox
Church, 449 George Street, Dunedin.
Directions: Room 5 is in the administration
building behind the church, ground floor level and
to the right. Parking is on-street.

Want to
advertise with us?
We offer half and full-page ads.
$35 for a half page ad
$75 for a full page ad
Please send bookings
and enquiries to
Katharine Allard
info@poetrysociety.org.nz
a fine line — read by
dedicated lovers of poetry

AGENDA
1) Apologies
2) Confirmation of the Minutes of
the 2018 AGM
These are available on
request from the
Administrator,
Katharine Allard:
info@poetrysociety.org.nz
Copies will also be provided
at the meeting.

Write for a fine line
Select contributions receive
a small payment of an NZ
book token.
Payment to writers
Poems

3) Matters arising from the 2018
AGM Minutes

$20 book token per poet
NZPS members may submit
3-4 poems of up to 40 lines.

4) President’s Report

Featured Poet

5) Financial Report

$40 book token for four
poems at editor’s invitation.

6) Proposed Budget for 20192020

Articles

7)

$40 book token for articles
750-1000 words

Election of Officers –
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee
Members

8) General Business

The AGM will be followed by a reading from
Guest Poet Majella Cullinane.
RSVP appreciated: info@poetrysociety.org.nz by
8 June 2019

Reviews
$20 to $40 book token for
reviews 500-1000 words.
Quotations
of
poetry
excluded. Visit our bookshelf:
poetrysociety.org.nz/poemsreviews/books-available-forreview
N.B. There is no payment for
regional reports or Letters to
the Editor.
editor@poetrysociety.org.nz

The Poetry Advisory Service (PAS) provides
writers of poetry with a written critique from an
experienced poet on a sample of their work.
This is a support service for any poets who wish
to develop their work. You do not have to be a
member of NZPS.
What you can expect
Focused and constructive feedback from an
individual member of a panel of experienced and
published NZ poets selected for their proven
teaching skills.
This is an opportunity to get professional and
personal comment on your writing. You will
receive a written critique, including a response to
particular questions.
What you need to do
• Choose up to 100 lines of poetry (500 words
max.) for consideration.
• Identify areas for specific feedback, e.g.
choice of subject/ format/ use of words/
clarity/ imagery/ rhythm/ tone/ impact, and so
on.
• Request an application form
from treasurer@poetrysociety.org.nz
• Enclose your cheque. The charge is $75 for
NZPS members and $85 for non-members.
You can also pay through internet banking.
ANZ Bank account name: NZ Poetry Society Inc
Account number: 060501-0823371-10
Please include the word PAS and your name in
the reference field, so our Treasurer knows what
the payment is for and can advise the PAS
coordinator.
Send your typed submissions plus application
form and cheque (made out to NZ Poetry
Society) to:
Poetry Advisory Service
NZPS
PO Box 5283
Wellington 6140
Please keep a copy of your poems, as we do not
keep them after the service has been provided.
Our response
We aim to send you a critique of your work within
4-6 weeks of receipt. We cannot guarantee that
the critique will be full of praise and, inevitably,
the response will be subjective.
Please direct all correspondence and queries
about the PAS, including post-review enquiries,
to the PAS Coordinator at the above address. No
adviser will enter into direct correspondence.

New Zealand Poetry Society
Subscription
You can also subscribe online at
https://poetrysociety.org.nz/members/
joining-the-nzps/
(Your membership will run for one year
from the date of payment.)
NAME:
_______________________________
_______________________________
POSTAL ADDRESS:
_______________________________
_______________________________
POST CODE:
________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS:
_______________________________
TELEPHONE NUMBER(S):
_______________________________
_______________________________
SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS
Please make cheques payable to The
New Zealand Poetry Society Inc. and
post to: Membership, NZPS, PO Box
5283, Wellington 6140; or pay
electronically:
ANZ: 06-0501-0823371-10
Please use both your name and the
word membership as reference.
□ Basic membership: magazine
emailed to you quarterly – $30
□ NEW! Student membership –
magazine emailed to you quarterly – $15
□ Joint membership (two members at
same physical address, different email
addresses) – $45
□ Postal sub (basic membership, plus
a printed copy of the magazine mailed,
within New Zealand only) – $60
□ Schools / Libraries (1 copy of the
magazine mailed) – $60
□ Groups – see definition at
poetrysociety.org.nz/members/joiningthe-nzps/
Do you require a receipt?

YES / NO

